Background: The presence of Bacillus in very diverse environments reflects the versatile metabolic capabilities of a widely distributed genus. Traditional phylogenetic analysis based on limited gene sampling is not adequate for resolving the genus evolutionary relationships. By distinguishing between core and pan-genome, we determined the evolutionary and functional relationships of known Bacillus. Results: Our analysis is based upon twenty complete and draft Bacillus genomes, including a newly sequenced Bacillus isolate from an aquatic environment that we report for the first time here. Using a core genome, we were able to determine the phylogeny of known Bacilli, including aquatic strains whose position in the phylogenetic tree could not be unambiguously determined in the past. Using the pan-genome from the sequenced Bacillus, we identified functional differences, such as carbohydrate utilization and genes involved in signal transduction, which distinguished the taxonomic groups. We also assessed the genetic architecture of the defining traits of Bacillus, such as sporulation and competence, and showed that less than one third of the B. subtilis genes are conserved across other Bacilli. Most variation was shown to occur in genes that are needed to respond to environmental cues, suggesting that Bacilli have genetically specialized to allow for the occupation of diverse habitats and niches.
Background
Bacillus is one of the best characterized bacterial genera. Since the late 19 th century, the long history of Bacilli research has included classical microbiology, biochemistry, and more modern genomic and proteomic approaches. Bacillus is defined as a Gram-positive, rodshaped bacterium that can be aerobic or facultative anaerobic [1] and produces highly resistant dormant endospores in response to nutritional or environmental stresses [2] .
Bacilli are ubiquitous bacteria that exploit a wide variety of organic and inorganic substrates as nutrient sources [1] . However, spore dispersal by air and water [3] may lead to false conclusions about the ecological significance of recovered bacillus isolates, since it is not clear if the robust presence of the bacteria is due to the resistant nature of the dispersed spores or due rather to a large adaptive capacity that would allow the bacteria to be found in an active, vegetative state in diverse environments [2] . This study of the Bacillus pan-genome, and in particular the functional categorization of the accessory genomes and their relationship or lack thereof with the environment, may provide insight into these important biological questions.
There are several ways to classify this group according to biochemistry, lifestyles, and/or growth on different substrates. One classification of the Bacillus splits them into three major classes [1] : pathogenic, environmental, and those used for industrial purposes. The pathogenic class is represented by B. anthracis, B. cereus, and B. thuringiensis. Environmental Bacilli are quite diverse and include B. subtilis, B. pumilus, B. halodurans, and B. coahuilensis. The strain B. licheniformis is a well known representative of an industrial strain [1] . This classification is useful for introducing the metabolic diversity of the genus, but it provides no guidance on a phylogenetic classification of the Bacillus for research purposes. In addition, this type of classification does not consider any aquatic Bacillus. There is need for a classification method that could take advantage of the nearly 130 genome projects of the genus. With more than 108 complete and draft genome sequences available to date, Bacillus is one of the most represented genera in the genomic databases.
Although there are close to 1,000 complete prokaryotic genome sequences to date, the group is highly biased toward pathogenic isolates [4, 5] . Among 85 Bacillus genomes, 61% are devoted to the cereus-anthracis-thuringiensis group (See Additional file 2: Table S1 ). Several researchers have used this overrepresentation as an advantage to perform comparative genomic studies aimed at defining the population structure and finding genetic markers for pathovar identification [6] [7] [8] [9] . Despite the oversampling of pathogens, genomes of Bacillus isolated from a wide range of environments are available, including hydrothermal vents [10] , tidal flats [11] , soil [12] , alkaline environments [13, 14] , shallow marine water [15] , and a shallow water column from an oligotrophic environment [16] . The presence of Bacillus in these different environments reflects the broad metabolic capabilities of a widely distributed genus.
In a report of the intra-species diversity of Streptococcus agalactiae [17] , the "pan-genome" concept was defined as the sum of the core genome (comprising genes present in all analyzed strains) and the "accessory" genome (comprising all strain-specific genes) [18, 19] . This concept has been expanded for comparisons at other taxonomic levels, such as family [20, 21] and for defining the universal ancestor hypothetical core [22] . Most traditional markers for species identification, such as 16S rRNA genes, Comparative Genome Hybridization (CGH), and the classical measures of phenotypic similarity, mask the real genetic diversity since they rely mainly on core-genome genes [17, 23, 24] . Another approach to unveil the microbial diversity used mostly by population geneticists and by clinical microbiologists are the Multi Locus Sequence Typing (MLST) and Multi Locus Sequence Analysis (MLSA) methods [25] relying on the analysis of internal fragments of housekeeping genes (usually 7 genes), which are useful for understanding populations dynamics, recombination, and pathogen diagnosis. Phylogenetic relationships can be obtained through more extensive genomic sampling, such as the one afforded by the genome sequences. Analyzing the whole set of conserved genes across a taxonomical level, such as the core genomes, will shed light about evolutionary and functional relationships among the related species. Several methods based on pairwise ortholog comparison and synteny strategies have been developed to assess the composition of core genomes [17, 20, 23] .
In this study, we were interested in understanding the cohesion of the Bacillus genus at the genomic level by using the core and pan-genomes as the working units and taking advantage of the large dataset available. We have recently described the complete genome of Bacillus coahuilensis [16, 26] , which possesses one of the smallest genomes (3.35 Mb; 38% GC) reported for a free-living bacteria in the group, and have identified genes that allow this bacterium to survive in an aquatic oligotrophic environment. We now report the genome sequence of another isolate, Bacillus sp. m3-13 with a genome size of 4.13 Mb from the same environment as B. coahuilensis. We compared these genomes to ask whether the common environment has selected for similar features in the two genomes. These coincidences would be observed in their gene constitutions as cohesion of similar classes of metabolic genes.
To obtain insight into the group's biology we describe the relatedness within the Bacillus using whole genome information to reconstruct their evolutionary history taking advantage of the dataset available from the complete and draft genomes of 20 Bacillus isolated from a wide range of environments. We compared the use of different conserved genes as well as pairwise shared genes to address local phylogenies and measure quantitatively the relatedness between species using the core genome. Analysis of the functional categories of the core and pan-genome revealed a clear separation between different groups and reflected the niche of the Bacillus strains. Finally, clustering of conserved/absent genes for competence and sporulation genes, distinctive processes of the Bacillus genus, showed that genetic mechanisms for sporulation are far more diverse across Bacillus than expected from studies of B. subtilis alone (Figure 1) .
Results
Bacillus sp. m3-13 genome summary Bacillus sp. m3-13 genome was sequenced using a 454 FLX system (454 Life Sciences) with a 20-fold coverage.
Assembly of the sequences resulted in 50 contigs and a total of 4,137,575 bp assembled. The entire genome is 4.1 Mb with 40% GC content, 4,417 coding sequences, and 81 RNAs.
Bacillus sp. m3-13 was isolated from a desiccation lagoon in Cuatro Cienegas, Coahuila, Mexico within the same sampling of the previously described B. coahuilensis strain [16, 26] . Using a 16S rRNA comparison, we determined that the B. horikoshii NBSL26 is the closest strain to Bacillus sp. m3-13 with 99% identity. Both B. coahuilensis and Bacillus sp. m3-13 live in the same oligotrophic environment, which includes low phosphorous levels (less than 0.3 μM), but they appear to have different strategies for dealing with the poor nutrient environment. B. coahuilensis produces sulfolipids and replaces membrane phospholipids [16] , In contrast, Bacillus sp. m3-13 has phn genes, which code for phosphonate ABC importers, permeases, and a phosphonate-lyase, and we hypothesize that the strain may use these genes to take up and assimilate phosphonates. Both strategies seem to be used by bacteria from the Cuatro Cienegas [27] , as well as by marine bacteria [28, 29] .
Bacillus core genome phylogenetics
To gain insight into the natural history of Bacillus based on the complete genome sequence, we performed a phylogenetic reconstruction using all of the core genes. We chose at least one representative from each major division within the Bacillaceae family to maintain the metabolic cohesion behind the diverse ecological groups. The type of strains used for this analysis as well as their general genome features, habitats, accession numbers, isolation data, and outstanding phenotypes are summarized in Table 1 .
As noted in the literature, the total number of genes within a core-genome tends to diminish as more genomes from related strains are incorporated into the analysis [5, 17, 23] . B. coahuilensis has the smallest genome reported for a Bacillus and thus is a good reference to address the number of genes shared between all of the representatives of Bacillus. A full matrix of Reciprocal Blast Hits (RBH) was constructed for the identification of the 814 orthologous genes shared by all 20 species analyzed and was defined as the core genome. The average gene content for Bacillus was 4,973 ± 923 genes and thus the core genome reflected only a fifth of the total content of an average genome. In contrast, after clustering homologous protein families, an estimated pan-genome size of 155,747 genes was obtained. All pan-genome genes were grouped into 19,043 families and reflect the large repertoire of genes within this cosmopolitan group.
We reconstructed a Maximum Likelihood (ML) phylogeny using concatenated alignments of the 814 translated core genes across the 20 species (Additional file 1), resulting in a 308,782 amino-acid length alignment (Figure 2A) . The phylogeny created clusters of the following major groups: B. clausii-halodurans, B. subtilis- We further measured the distance between species with a Genomic Similarity Score (GSS) [37] . This measurement is based on the sum of bit-scores of shared orthologs, detected as RBH, and normalized against the sum of bit-scores of the compared genes against themselves (self-bit-scores). It has a range from 0 to 1 with a maximum reached when two compared proteomes are identical. There is an average of 2,539 ± 561 shared genes between different Bacillus species and an average GSS of 0.5637 ± 0.0039. A distance matrix of the GSS scores of the shared orthologs for the 20 Bacillus groups was plotted in a Neighbor-Joining tree to evaluate the resolution of a pairwise, shared orthologs index as an evolutionary distance tool ( Figure 2B ). All of the inner groups shown in the core genome phylogeny appear in this clustering, although inner sister groups are clustered showing the ambiguity of the deep nodes. GSS can therefore be used as a complementary approach, as an index to clarify relationships among organisms using whole pairwise shared orthologs. GSS takes into account the maximum comparable pairwise genome shared, in contrast to the regular phylogenetic reconstruction, which can only compare a common dataset of homologous genes.
A 16S rRNA Maximum Likelihood phylogeny of the selected strains is shown in Figure 2C . Major groups, such as the B. cereus and B. subtilis' groups, are maintained with low bootstrap support (< 50), while the aquatic Bacillus group is paraphyletic within this phylogeny. The use of 20 conserved concatenated Cluster of Orthologous Groups (COGs) as described in [38] [39] [40] for Bacillus (5,299 amino acid alignment length) to perform an ML phylogeny ( Figure 2D ) resulted in a tree that shows also a paraphyletic aquatic Bacillus group and lower bootstrap support when comparing inner groups like B. cereus group to the core genome phylogeny. We noted that the 16S phylogeny places G. kaustophilus as internal clade within the Bacillus genus, but with considerable substitution rates shown in the large branch length, while B. clausii and O. iheyensis are placed in the same clade though with very low bootstrap support; in contrast, the conserved universal COGs (uCOGs) phylogeny places O. iheyensis close to a branch formed by B. halodurans and B. clausii. Neither the 16S rRNA nor the uCOGs resolve the internal clades with as much support as the core genome phylogeny.
Functional composition of the core genome of sequenced Bacillus
To understand the functional roles of the genes that constitute the core and pan-genome, we took advantage of the COGs functional classification [41] . This is a classification system based on orthologous relations among genes. We used the COGs to map the core genome, pan-genome, and each of the four groups defined in the core phylogeny ( Figure 3 ): i) B. anthracis-cereus-thuringiensis, ii) B. subtilis-licheniformis-pumilus, iii) B. clausii-halodurans, iv) B. coahuilensis-m313-nrrlb14911, v) G. kaustophilus-O. iheyensis. These last two do not form a phylogenetically related group, however, for the functional analysis we chose to group them given the similarities in the environments from which these strains were recovered. Using this strategy, we grouped Bacillus representatives that had shared evolutionary and ecological features and then searched for over/under represented gene functions within each group to underscore relevant gene functions for each evolutionary group. We observed significant differences in the COGs categories of core-pan-genome-groups (Chi square = 753.72; d.f. = 126; p-value < 2.2e -16 ). Figure 3 shows a heat plot map of the ratio of normalized genes to total gene content for each COG category. Several expected features arose from this analysis, such as the predominance of genes in COG category J (translation and ribosomal structure genes; core = 0.11/average = 0.06) within the core. This was expected as most of the conserved universal COGs are contained within this category [40] . Their conservation across taxa and functional restrains are precisely why they are chosen as gold standards for phylogenetics in addition to 16S rRNA genes. Other over-represented categories, although only within the core, are C (energy production and conversion; core = 0.07/average = 0.06) and L (replication, recombination, and repair; core = 0.07/average = 0.05). Highly represented categories included COGs E (amino acid transport and metabolism; core = 0.09/average = 0.1), R (function unknown; core = 0.11/average = 0.12), and S (poorly characterized genes; core = 0.06/average = 0.09) that were not only in the core but also in the pan-genome and in all of the Bacillus groups. Interestingly, several core genes of the COG R and S are conserved across the entire Bacillus with some clearly being involved in the sporulation process, including spmA, spmB, yaaT, spoIVFB, spoVB, spoVR, and others (See Additional file 2: Table S2 ). Genome Similarity Score (GSS) distance matrix plotted as a Neighbor-Joining tree. C. ML phylogeny using 16S rRNA. C. Concatenated 20 Conserved Universal Cogs (uCOGs) ML phylogeny. Note how inner groups are well defined and supported only in the core genome phylogeny (A) and how the GSS distance (B) resembles the inner groups described in the core's genome phylogeny.
Some categories are at least partially over-represented in the core when compared to the pan-genome and to either group and include the following: COG H (coenzyme transport and metabolism; core = 0.05/pan-genome = 0.03), which includes biosynthesis genes for biotin (birA), riboflavin (ribA), co-enzyme A (ylol), and a dipicolinate synthase (spoVFB); COG F (nucleotide transport and metabolism; core = 0.05/pan-genome = 0.03), which includes comEB competence protein; COG O (protein turnover and chaperones; core = 0.05/pangenome = 0.03), which includes genes such as groES; and COG D (cell division), which includes the DNA translocase ftsK, the rod shape-determining gene rodA, and some sporulation-related genes such as spoIID, spoVE, and soj.
COG categories U (intracellular trafficking and secretion), N (cell motility), and I (lipid transport) are in the same range and the fractional differences between the core, pan-genome, and Bacillus groups of these categories are not noticeable (average = 0.01). Categories K (transcription; core = 0.06/average = 0.09) and S (general functions; core = 0.06/average = 0.09) are underrepresented in the core. Despite the ubiquity of these genes within Bacillus, there are only a few transcriptionrelated proteins that are shared between all of them. It has been shown, however, that a given transcription factor ortholog selected solely by RBH may not have a conserved function, and this aspect depends on the phylogenetic distance and tempo of the rapidly evolving regulatory networks [42] . We expected and observed Figure 3 Heat map comparison of the core genome, pan-genome, and Bacillus groups conservancy of COGs. Normalized Cluster of Orthologous Groups (COGs) frequencies within each group are shown as a two way clustering; interestingly the clustering supports the groups formed in the core genome phylogeny (horizontal axis). In vertical axis COGs are grouped according to their abundance showing moderate conserved COGs in the top, low frequency conserved COGs in the central clusters and highly abundant COGs cluster in the lower clusters. In the bottom total numbers of proteins families mapped to COG within each row are shown.
important differences in this category, since the fine tuning of gene expression reflects the far and wide distribution of metabolic diversity in Bacillus. We also expected an underrepresentation of genes in COG T (signal transduction; core = 0.03/average = 0.04) and COG V (defense mechanisms; core = 0.01/average = 0.02) in the core, since the different environments where Bacillus activity takes place vary dramatically among species. Therefore, the mechanisms for sensing and responding to stimuli within each niche are not expected to be conserved but to be a part of the accessory genes. In contrast, the composition of COGs in the pan-genome shows similarity to that of the B. cereusanthracis-thuringiensis group. This simply reflects the large redundancy of this group within the overall number of gene families (19,043 families) in the pan-genome.
B. cereus, B. thuringiensis, B. anthracis, and B. weihenstephanensis are described as members of a single species or taxon, the B. cereus group [43, 44] , and have the largest number of sequenced members as well as the largest genomes among known Bacillus (5,716 ± 354 coding genes). Therefore, it is remarkable that category G (carbohydrate transport and metabolism; B. cereus = 0.05/average = 0.07) is underrepresented compared to all other groups, while all other groups have similar amounts of genes from this category. This finding reflects a specialization in the metabolism of carbohydrates when compared to other groups. It is well documented that B. cereus has considerably less genes for the degradation of carbohydrates compared to B. subtilis [9] , and this observation contradicts the hypothesis that the ancestor of B. cereus was a soil bacterium. The B. cereus group lacks the metabolic potential for the uptake and assimilation of plant-derived carbohydrates that exists in soil bacteria, such as B. subtilis, limiting the number of polysaccharides that are degraded by this group to glycogen, starch, chitin and chitosan [9] . The pathogenic Bacillius are included in the B. cereus group, and similar to the pan-genome, there is a clear predominance of genes in COG category V (involved in defense mechanisms; B. cereus = 0.03/average = 0.02), compared to a lower basal average for all of the Bacillus groups and the core genome. As expected, the largest repertoire of antibiotic resistance genes is present in the B. cereus group. This group is actively suffering selective pressure for these traits, a feature that is not observed in any of the other groups [33, 45, 46] . Restriction endonucleases, ABC-type transporters for the detoxification of cells, cation/multidrug efflux pumps, and enzymes involved in antibiotic resistance are all found within the COG V category. However, most pathogenic traits of these strains are encoded in plasmids and mobile elements. Examples of this are the Cry toxins of B. thuringiensis, the anthrax toxin and capsule genes of B. anthracis located on the pX01 and pX02 plasmids, and the emetic toxin of B. cereus located on the pX01-like plasmid (this feature has been used for phenotypic differentiation of the closely related strains). However, it has recently been shown that there can be multiple plasmid transfers among the B. cereus group strains [44] , thereby compromising the main genetic and phenotypic differences within the cereus-thuringiensis-anthracis group.
Two interesting features appear when comparing the B. coahuilensis-m313-NRRLB14911 group to the other groups. First, this group contains the largest proportion of genes in category T (signal transduction; B. coahuilensis' group = 0.05/average = 0.04). These genes are thought to have been acquired through HGT, most likely from a Cyanobateria, in a similar manner as the sensory rhodopsin from B. coahuilensis [16] . The three members of this group were isolated from shallow waters exposed to high radiation and oligotrophic conditions. Two of them were isolated from a desiccation lagoon and the Bacillus sp. NRRLB14911 strain was isolated from the Gulf of Mexico at a depth of 10 m. These environments may require the strains to be responsive to sudden changes in conditions [15, 16, 26] , and thus environmental sensing through signal transduction genes may be of greater importance than for other groups of Bacillus. This is a particularly noticeable feature of B. coahuilensis, a strain with a genome that seems to have undergone extensive size reduction [16] . The second interesting feature is that with exception to the O. iheyensis group, the B. coahuilensis-m313-NRRLB14911 group has fewer genes from category K (transcription factors; B. coahuilensis group = 0.08/average = 0.09) than all other groups. This group shares phenotypic traits, such as pigmentation, and are subject to a similar osmotic pressure due to salinity. This group also shows an underrepresentation of genes in category C (energy production and conversion; B. coahuilensis group = 0.05/average = 0.06), P (transport and metabolism of inorganic ions; B. coahuilensis group = 0.05/ average = 0.06), and E (amino acid metabolism genes; B. coahuilensis group = 0.09/average = 0.1). All of these categories are involved in several of the early stages of amino acid synthesis. Several auxotrophies as well as specialization within these strains have been shown, particularly for B. coahuilensis [16] . This group exhibits the largest genome size variation with a range between 3.3 and 5 Mb. Despite the differences in the number of coding genes, the largest genome (that of NRRLB14911) does not bias the result of the COG T nor does it show an increase in transcription related genes. Finally, a larger than average gene content in the COG J category (translation, ribosome structure; B. coahuilensis group = 0.05/average = 0.06) is noticed in the group, which is congruent with the fact that they have an increase in the number of genes from COG L when compared with the B. subtilis group (replication, recombination and repair; B. coahuilensis group = 0.06/B. subtilis group = 0.06). We can hypothesize that the latter genes are needed to repair DNA that is damaged by the high radiation exposure. An over-representation of transposons and IS elements may be responsible for acquiring new genes via HGT or pseudogenization and the reduction of the genomes [47] .
The B. subtilis-licheniformis-pumilus group has a slightly higher than average number of genes related to carbohydrate transport and metabolism (COG G; B. subtilis group = 0.08/average = 0.07) as expected for a group isolated from the soil and in close contact with plants and their products [2, 9] . This group has a reduced number of genes involved in replication, recombination and repair (COG L) that correlates with the scarce repetitive elements such as IS, transposons, and transposases present in B. subtilis, B. pumilus, and other sister species [10] . Therefore, it seems that chromosome remodeling and genome reduction [48] [49] [50] is not a prevalent feature of B. subtilis. Interestingly, B. pumilus has a reduced number of genes involved in DNA repair and oxidative stress as well as small acid soluble proteins (SASP) that mitigate DNA damage and are involved in the desiccation and UV resistance of spores as compared to B. subtilis and close relatives [36, 51] . In contrast, transcription-related genes (COG K; B. subtilis group = 0.1/average = 0.09) are slightly over-represented in the subtilis group. This suggests that the genetic response within this group is finely tuned as previously observed when the large gene families of B. subtilis and B. coahuilensis were compared [16] .
B. clausii-halodurans form the group of alkalophiles and halotolerant strains. Interestingly, this group has fewer genes involved in the cell wall/membrane/envelope category (COG M; B. clausii group = 0.05/average = 0.06) than the average. This could be explained by the loss of 13 genes involved in the synthesis of teichoic acid and the loss of 6 genes involved in teichuronic acid biosynthesis. In addition, there are several known differences in the cell wall composition of B. clausii-halodurans compared to B. subtilis, such as the presence of the major cell wall component teichuronopeptide [14] . The number of genes in B. clausii-halodurans is similar to other Bacillus for the following categories: coenzyme transport and metabolism (COG H; B. clausii group = 0.03/average = 0.03), nucleotide transport and metabolism (COG F; B. clausii group = 0.03/average = 0.03), and protein turnover and chaperones (COG O; B. clausii group = 0.03/average = 0.03). The high number of genes from COG category G (carbohydrate metabolism; B. clausii group = 0.09/average = 0.07) stand out in this group. There are two possible explanations for this observation. First, Bacillus soil strains are expected to have a vast repertoire of genes for sugar assimilation, as is the case of B. subtilis [9] , and B. clausii was isolated from soil [52] . Second, sugars, such as trehalose, function as osmoprotectants and therefore play an important role in halophilic bacteria [53] . The B. clausii genome has also an unusually high number of ABC transporter permeases (N = 36) that increase the number of genes within the COG G category. A noticeably high number of replication, recombination, and repair genes (COG L; B. clausii group = 0.07/average = 0.06) are present within this group. This may be due to the high number of repetitive elements in B. halodurans, which posseses 112 genes similar to transposases or recombinases [14] and numerous IS sequences [10] . Therefore, these repetitive elements may be considered as factors important for environment specialization [54] [55] [56] .
O. iheyensis and G. kaustophilus were isolated from deep sea environments (1,050 and 3,000 m depth, respectively) but have different niche specializations. O. iheyensis, isolated from sediment and adapted to extreme salinity, is a facultative alkaliphilic. In contrast, G. kaustophilus, though also isolated from sediment, is associated with a marine trench and has an optimal growth temperature of 60°C. An important shared functional feature of this group is the resistance to osmotic pressure of up to 30 MPa, a unique characteristic when compared to normal atmospheric pressures of 0.1 MPa [10, 14] . These two genomes are small in size (~3.6 Mb; see Table 1 ) and have less genes for several COG including nucleotide metabolism (COG F; O. iheyensis group = 0.03/average = 0.03). The essential genes of B. subtilis, such as ymaA and ydiO, are absent in G. kaustophilus [10] . There are only 12 genes in category Q for each of these genomes (secondary metabolism; O. iheyensis group = 0.01/average = 0.02), which is low when compared to an average of 14-21 genes per genome seen in category Q from other groups such as B. cereus. The number of genes categorized for transcription (COG K; O. iheyensis group = 0.08/average = 0.09) is also lower within this group and resembles the history of the B. coahuilensis group. The small genomes of this group and B. coahuilensis seem to be a result of genome reduction and adaptation to specific niches, such as oligotrophic environment, high salinity, high osmotic pressure, and thermal environments [47, 54, 56] .
Conservation of genes for competence and sporulation among members of Bacillus
Two post-exponential key processes have been subjected to extensive study for the genus Bacillus, and in particular the model system B. subtilis: genetic competence and sporulation. Genetic competence, defined as a state that permits the uptake of exogenous DNA, is widespread among both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria. It is a genetically programmed state during which a small percentage of cells in a population can uptake DNA from the environment and integrate it into their chromosome [57] . Particularly, in the case of B. subtilis 168, it is thought that the greater DNA uptake efficiency of the strain is a consequence of a laboratory selection process [2] . Most proteins that form the complex responsible for mediating the binding and uptake of DNA are part of the core (ComEC, ComFA, ComGA) or are highly conserved (ComEA). The interaction of several of these competence-specific proteins in the complex has been demonstrated, as well as interactions with the highly conserved proteins RecA, SsbB, and Smf [58] . The master regulator of the process, the ComK transcription factor, binds to competence promoters to activate transcription of many genes. A feature of competence development is the stabilization of ComK by protein ComS [59] . While the gene coding for the ComK transcription factor is conserved in most Bacillus (absent in B. halodurans, B. clausii, and B. coahuilensis), ComS seems to be a specialization of the B. subtilis group. ComK is itself synthesized in response to the signal-transduction network, but most genes coding for the regulatory proteins that constitute this network are not conserved. Given the conservation of the transformation machinery, it is of considerable interest to understand to what extent natural genetic competence can explain genetic variability by gene acquisition, at what frequency it occurs, and which signals trigger the competence state under specific environmental conditions.
A defining feature of the Bacilli is the formation of a highly resistant non-reproductive structure called the spore. Within the Firmicutes, the genus Bacillus and Clostridium produce endospores. The primary function of most spores is to ensure the survival of a bacterium through periods of environmental stress. The resistance of a spore could be considered as a crucial survival feature, and therefore sporulation genes would be expected to be part of the core genome. However, previous studies have found, both experimentally and in silico, that there is great intra-specific [2, 60] and inter-specific variation in sporulation genes. The variability of sporulation genes has been only superficially reported in these studies and they have mainly included non-subtilis models such as B. cereus and B. anthracis.
The sporulation process has been subjected to extensive review [51, [61] [62] [63] [64] . This morphogenetic process is triggered by conditions of starvation that result in a distinct asymmetrically positioned septum that delimits the fore-spore and is surrounded by two membrane layers. Peptidoglycan is deposited in the space between the membranes to form the cortex and additional proteins are deposited around the cortex to form the so-called spore coat of the forming endospore. Some Bacilli also have an outer membrane composed of lipid and protein called an exosporium. The spore can quickly outgrow into a vegetative bacterium upon stimulation by an environmental cue.
Each of these stages has been documented and more than 200 regulatory and structural genes are known to be expressed in B. subtilis in a temporally regulated manner. Figure 4 depicts the conservation pattern of Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes' (KEGG) BRITE hierarchy [65] that comprises 185 sporulation related genes. These sporulation and germination genes are arguably the best studied transition regulators. Clustering of the conserved/absent sporulation and competence genes resulted in 4 clear groups that were arbitrarily denominated A through D. Group A, with 52 genes, contains all of the sporulation/competence core genes; group B, with 52 genes, shows great variability with an absence bias of genes in the extremophyle/aquatic Bacillus; Group C, with 43 genes, is conserved mainly among strains close to B. subtilis; and group D, with 35 genes, seems to represent the specialized genes of B. subtilis.
Within the sporulation core (Group A), we found genes required for the temporal and spatial regulation of sporulation gene expression that depends on four sporulation-specific sigma factors (SigE, F, G, and K), all of which are part of the core (the apparent lack of conservation of sigK is due to the fact that in B. subtilis it is encoded by two separate genes which are merged upon entrance into sporulation). As shown for B. subtilis, the initiation of sporulation is dependent on the phosphorylation of the two-component protein Spo0A, a transcription factor that controls a large number of genes. Spo0A is regulated through a phosphorylation cascade known as the phosphorelay. Sense input signals to Spo0A are given by histidine kinases, such as KinB, which are highly conserved (missing only in O. iheyensis). KbaA, the activator of KinB, is also present in the sporulation core. The number of sensor kinases that participate in this phosphorelay has been shown to differ between B. subtilis and B. cereus (5 and 9, respectively) [66] . The highly variable nature of the amino-terminal domains of the sporulation sensor kinases of the different Bacillus species has been suggested to represent differences in the signals used to initiate the developmental program. Recently, the B. anthracis kinase BA2291 was shown to be remarkably different from other sensor kinases by having a unique specificity for GTP [67] . Response regulator aspartate phosphatases as well as their cognate Figure 4 Bacillus selected sporulation and competence genes conservancy. In this heat map shows the presence/absence of the set of 185 sporulation and competence related genes according to KEGG's BRITE hierarchies http://www.genome.jp/kegg/brite.html. Each column stands for a Bacillus strain and each row represents a gene and here are shown present (in gray) or absent genes (in black). Is possible to distinguish between 4 major clusters according to the conservancy level of the genes, (A) the first upper cluster stands for the sporulation core genes; (B) second is a group of sporulation genes diminished mostly in the extremophile and aquatic species of Bacillus; (C) cluster is defined as genes present in almost all the strains of B. subtilis' related group but depleted in the B. cereus' group; and (D) are B. subtilis' specialized sporulation genes. A comprensive list of each cluster of genes is available in Additional file 2: Table S3. Figure Abbreviations aspartate phosphatases are either not conserved or exhibit changes that make them difficult to recognize by sequence similarity. The only coat gene present in the core is cotE, which is involved in the outer layer of the spore coat [68] . Germination genes are also found within the core. GerD is involved in the early germination response to amino acids such as L-alanine and L-asparagine [69] , whereas GerM has been hypothesized to bind to peptidoglycan [70] . The spore maturation proteins SpmA and SpmB are also part of the sporulation core and are involved in spore dehydration. These proteins provide spore resistance to moist heat, as was shown in Clostridium perfringens [71, 72] . Dipicolinic acid has been recognized as a core molecule that gives the spore radiation resistance [51] . The two units of dipicolinate synthase, spoVFA and spoVFB, are also present in the sporulation core. SspI appears to be the only universal SASP.
An interesting observation of group B is the seemingly generalized gene loss in the aquatic/halophile Bacillus. This finding is not seen in the B. subtilis and B. anthracis-cereus-thuringiensis groups. Diverse sporulation genes, germination genes, coat and small acid proteins are the predominant categories absent from this group. Variation of conservancy decreases with several SASPs, such as SspB, SspD, SspH, and SspF. This suggests that despite these proteins being very abundant in the spore, they are diverse and exhibit redundancy in places where they are bound to DNA (3-6% of the total spore protein) [51] . Therefore, the absence of some genes may be compensated by the presence of others.
The phosphatases RapF and RapI are involved in the phosphorelay and are poorly conserved across all Bacillus. The low conservation of phosphatase-related proteins is more prominent in groups C and D (RapA, B, C, D, E, G, and K;and PhrA, C, E, F, and G), suggesting that phosphorelay cascades may almost be strain-specific. A similar situation is observed for several coat proteins that first appear in group B (CotB, D, F, H, JA, JB, JC, SA, and Z) and for germination proteins (GerE, PA, PC, PD, and PE).
The cereus and subtilis group are similar in the A and B gene categories, but lack almost all genes described in categories C and D. Our results are consistent with previous studies [6] [7] [8] [9] 66] on comparative genomics within the B. cereus group that show that the main differences among the groups reside in HGT mobilized elements [31, 73] and not in the core genome.
Our findings suggest that the sporulation sensor kinases, coat proteins, and SASPs of the various Bacillus species have evolved to be responsive to signals specific for particular environments. Even two very close strains, such as B. licheniformis DSM13 and ATCC 14580, differ in the preservation of some genes, including sspJ and sspL.
Discussion
The increasing number of sequenced microbial genomes provides an ideal opportunity to re-evaluate approaches in understanding phylogenetic and functional differences among bacteria. Much of the understanding of microbial biodiversity has been studied by comparison of rRNA sequences. However, this approach has clear limitations, such as arbitrary cut-off values for sequence identity and the inability to resolve relationships between closely related groups [74] . For very close relatives, MLST and similar approaches can be used successfully to describe intra-diversity and resolve discrete clusters [75] . Both rRNA and MLST approaches use genes from the core genome [17] , and in our analysis, we expanded the gene set for use in phylogenetic reconstruction in order to greatly increase our ability to resolve clusters. Testing inter-species phylogenetic cohesion of a group, such as the Bacillus, and taking advantage of 814 concatenated core genes, allowed us to obtain a robust phylogenetic reconstruction of the inner clusters that failed when comparing the same species with rRNA or universally conserved genes. Data obtained using metrics of taxa distance, such as GSS, for whole genome pairwise comparisons that made use of the entire shared genetic information agreed with the cluster resolution. Of note, we described the aquatic Bacillus as a new group. We predict that this group will quickly gain importance given the numerous examples of aquatic representatives that have been identified through 16S rRNA gene sequencing in multiple environmental samplings.
Today, given the constant improvement in cost/benefit of massive sequencing technologies, it is possible to think in whole genome shotgun (WGS) approaches to try to answer global internal group diversity. Although it is not yet the cheapest/feasible option for the regular laboratory, we suggest that the rapidly growing microbial genome database can be used to regularly and automatically build core genomes at intra-species, genus, family, order, and other taxonomic levels. This approach will aid in defining the functions of the genes behind different taxonomic ranks and provide the whole research community with specific genetic markers to perform detailed ecological and evolutionary analysis. Similar to the RBH approach, researchers can benefit from WGS projects in progress to define core genomes, since the number of unfinished genomes (1,777) almost doubles the amount of complete genomes (892). In this study, we used data from the sequenced genome of Bacillus sp. m3-13 with 22-fold coverage, the previously sequenced genome of B. coahuilensis [16] , and the WGS assembly of Bacillus sp. NRRL-B14911 [15] . A core genome is a dynamic entity, since the incorporation of new genomes into the database will reduce the total number of genes within core genomes. How does core data compare with experimental data, such as the essential genes of B. subtilis [76] ?. In this study, we found that the core genome for the sequenced Bacillus includes 61 of the 79 essential genes of B. subtilis. Another approach, using synteny [20] rather than RBH, defined 761 genes of the core genome. That particular study used several definitions of a core-genome and only considered complete genomes in the analysis. Our approach defined 814 genes and therefore obtained 54 more genes than the synteny approach. The use of a synteny strategy to identify a core genome would clearly miss rearranged orthologs and would also be limited if it were applied to WGS assemblies. Thus, working with orthologs as RBH may be a better approach. Pan-genomes at genus level are only beginning to be described, and the number of gene families in these is expected to grow as more genomes are included. This approach however is highly valuable to reveal niche specific genes, to guide future studies linking genes to ecology, and even for selecting new genomes to sequence that could balance and enrich our knowledge of the Bacillus genus. The genetic features that explain metabolic diversity and that are part of the pan-genome and the non-core genes (known also as dispensable or "accessory" genes) are missing from the usual rRNA and MLST analysis. Genes involved in niche adaptation are amongst the dispensable genes and the whole pan-genome. Several of these genes are mobilized by means of HGT, such as genomic islands or individual elements involved in pathogenicity, as is the case for the B. cereus group [77] , responses to environmental stresses like phosphorous deprivation found for B. coahuilensis [16] . In addition to core genome phylogenetics and the determination of ecological and geographical features, we suggest taking into account gene functions, such as COG comparative distributions, in order to describe species clusters and compare the phylogenetic profile with the functional profile. These data will aid in the analysis of the concordance or incongruence between them.
The existence of model organisms, such as B. subtilis str. 168, has been crucial for inferring homologous gene functions through all bacteria using physiological, genetic, and molecular biology approaches. The power and unequivocal value of the model organism in tackling biological mysteries is clear, but recent work on the intra-specific diversity of this model organism [78] has led us to recognize the great genomic variation that exists. These findings suggest that strain-specific genes are at the base of broad adaptations of B. subtilis to the terrestrial and aquatic environments from where it has been isolated. The B. subtilis str. 168 genome was sequenced in early 1997, but concerns regarding the effects of domestication of the strain in the laboratory and the subsequent genomic changes, as well as reevaluation of the quality of the original sequence, led to the re-sequencing of str. 168 [79] . Interestingly, other strains within the subtilis species show differences in the conservancy of genes. This is true even within the so-called essential genes, sporulation and competence genes, which are a central part of Bacillus biology. Therefore, the variability of gene content in the sporulation and essential genes amongst other representatives of the genus comes as no surprise. Although spore formation is central to the definition of Bacilli, it is clear that variability in the sensing of stress conditions, spore resistance, and germination is the result of specific niche constrains.
Use of comparative genomics, ecological and evolutionary facts, and the lowering costs of genomic sequencing are together aiding in the understanding of microbial diversity. Our next steps must focus on analyzing the temporal and spatial patterns of genes present or absent using high throughput genetic expression in order to understand the roles of microbes in their environments. Science is moving into a paradigm shift in the study of bacteria from single individuals to populations with the boost from metagenomic approaches. The challenges of unveiling comprehensive relationships between the environment, genes, and evolution of the bacterial species remain ahead.
Conclusions
We have determined and defined a set of 814 genes that make up the core genome of Bacillus. From the core genome, we have reconstructed a robust phylogeny of the group using GSS index data, which use the total number of pairwise shared genes to resolve phylogenetic relationships within the group. Both the core genome and GSS phylogenies describe a new group of aquatic Bacilli that have similar habitats. To understand the biology of each group of Bacillus as defined by the respective phylogenies, we have described functional roles of their genes as well as differences between the core and pan-genomes. Our results show that a total of 53 genes comprise the sporulation and competence core genome. In addition, we have highlighted the differences in gene set conservancy across all Bacillus species that have been previously defined for B. subtilis. Our work will be a valuable resource for understanding the evolutionary and functional relationships within the Bacillus genus. The core genome defined here may also be used as a list of genetic markers for future population genetics studies. The lack of conservancy in non-subtilis groups of genes for processes such as sporulation and competence underlines the natural variability of the genus and emphasizes the need for further exploration of these differences.
Methods

Reciprocal Best Hits (RBH)
We undertook an RBH approach as previously described [80, 81] in order to identify all of the orthologous pairs among 20 complete genomes of the Bacillus. Predicted, translated gene models for each genome were used and required coverage of 70% of both genes with an e-value of 10 -5 at an effective database size of 10 7 .
Core genome
All pairwise RBH shared genes were compared and the common dataset of shared genes amongst all strains was defined as the core genome. We use the COG classification schema [41] to classify gene functions. The acronyms utilized in this study for the B. subtilis genes are the most widely used and we therefore used them for the entire core genome.
Pan-genome
Here, we define the pan-genome as the total set of genes within the 20 Bacillus genomes, including plasmid and extra-chromosomal elements (when available). A total set of 19,043 homologous families were comprised of a total of 155,747 genes, as identified by RBH, with a cut-off evalue of 10 -5 [80] . COG classification was conducted with each representative from the homologous families.
Evolutionary Analysis
To compute similarity between genomes using RBH pairwise information, we took advantage of our RBH bit-score results using a Genomic Similarity Score (GSS) [37] that had a range from 0 to 1.A maximum score was obtained when two compared proteomes were identical and a GSS distance matrix was used to build a Neighbor-Joining tree. Alignments for 16S rRNA were done using MUSCLE [82] and the phylogenetic tree was created using PhyML [83] . The 20 universally conserved gene COG phylogeny was constructed as previously described [16, 40] . Each translated gene of the core genome was aligned and concatenated using ClustalW-MPI [84] . The phylogenetic tree was constructed using PhyML [83] with the JTT substitution model as has been done before with translated and concatenated sequences [40] , given the alignment length (308,782 aa). The gamma distributed rates and 1,000 bootstraps were estimated from the dataset.
Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted on R (2.6.2) [85] . Heat maps were generated with the gplots library of R [86] .
Sporulation genes
The genes were defined by the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes KEGG BRITE Hierarchies [65] . RBH analysis, as previously described, was conducted with each KO gene annotated for B. subtilis in the BRITE hierarchy. RBH results were then parsed into presence/absence to map the conservancy of sporulation genes across the Bacillus.
Bacillus sp. m3-13 isolation
The strain was isolated from a desiccation lagoon in the Churince system located in Cuatro Cienegas in Coahuila, Mexico (26°50.830'N, 102°09.335'W) by Rene Cerritos as described for B. coahuilensis [26] .
Genome sequencing, assembly, and annotation Bacillus sp. m3-13 was sequenced using the 454 FLX system (454 Life Sciences) with a 20-fold coverage. Assembly was done with Newbler, Celera Assembler [87] , and Phrap [88] resulting in 50 contigs and a total of 4,137,575 bp assembled. Gene prediction was done using Glimmer v3.0 [89] and GeneMark.hmm [90] . Automated annotation was performed with BASys [91] checked and proofed manually. The Whole Genome Shotgun (WGS) Bacillus sp. m3-13 project has been deposited at DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank under the project accession [ACPC00000000]. The version described in this paper (ACPC01000000) is the first version.
Additional file 1: Core genome concatenate alignment in FASTA format.
Additional file 2: Supplementary tables. Table S1 . Current Bacillus sp. genome projects. Table S2 . GI numbers, gene acronyms, and annotation for the 814 core genome genes. 
